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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is comprised of 4 chapters written in fo
rmats suitable 
for submission to selected scientific journals. Chapter 1 serves as t
he 
introduction. The remaining 3 chapters are complete as w
ritten WJ.. thout 
need for additional supporting material. The manus
cripts, written in 
~~ Qf Wildlife Management format, are: WHabitat use a
nd preference 
of white-tailed deer and cattle in southeastern Oklah
oma" (Chapter II), 
"Deer and cattle home range and activity patterns
 in southeastern 
Oklahoma" (Chapter III), and "Biomass production of preferred deer
 foods 
on southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations" (Chapter IV). 
CHAPTER II 
HABITAT USE AND PREFERENCE OF WHITE-TATI,ED DEER AND CATTLE IN 
SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA 
Jana S. Nelson and Scott Shalaway1 
10klahoma Cooperative Wildlife Research UPit and Department of Zoolo
gy, 
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK 74078 
Abstract.-This study describes habitat use patterns for white-taile
d 
deer and cattle in southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations. Habita
t use 
for both deer and cattle depends on temperature, season, time of 
day, 
and food availability. Deer prefer mature timber during the day for
 the 
cover and protection it provides and young pine plantations or impr
oved 
pastures at night for feeding. Cattle use mature timber for
 the 
protection it provides from summer sun and winter winds. Cattle ha
bitat 
use is primarily dependent on management practices of the cattle ow
ners. 
Competition between white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and 
cattle is dependent on the plant parts eaten, the amount of overla
p in 
habitat use, the season of use, the amount of use, and the abilit
y of 
the plant species to recover after use (Thill and Hartin 1979). Because 
cattle are primarily grazers and white-tailed deer are prima
rily 
browsers, there should be little competition for forage between t
hese 
t\-1'0 species. However, deer browse is usually sparse in young unthi
nned 
2 
3 
loblolly pine (Plnus taeda) plantations and consists mainly of scattered 
hardwood reproduction and shade-tolerant shrubs and woody vines (Blair 
1967). Cattle may compete with deer when there is a shortage of food, 
particularly in winter when they may both seek green vegetation. In
 
summer there may be competiton for forbs. Thill and Martin (1979) found 
that the greatest overlap in cattle and deer diets occurred during
 
winter on forested sites and during summer on clear cuts. 
Comparison of habitat use is important for determining if deer and 
cattle use the same areas and thus might compete for forage. If the two
 
species are not using the same areas then there is little chance th
at 
competition is occurring. Comparison of habitat use is also importan
t 
for determining if there is potential for behavioral competition due to
 
the presence of cattle. Hood and Inglis (1974) found that deer tend to 
avoid cattle, and Smith ( 1961) found that deer prefer to feed in areas 
inaccessible to cattle. 
Funding for this project was provided by \<leyerhaeuser Lumber 
Company; Oklahoma Department of Wildlife Conservation; Oklahom
a 
Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit; and the Department of Zoology a
t 
Oklahoma State University. We truly appreciate technical suppor
t 
provided by staff at these agencies. We are also grateful for 
assistance in data collection provided by S. W. Conrady, M. E. Stewart,
 
and M. L. Yaskanin. We thank J. H. Shaw and L. G. Talent for thei
r 
review of this manuscript. Statistical assistance provided by \~. D
. 
Harde is especially appreciated. 
STUDY AREA 
This study was conducted on the Mountain Fork Wildlife Management 
4 
Area, McCurtain County in southeastern Oklabom~ The ar
ea is bordered 
on the west and north by U.S Highway 259 and by Broken Bow
 Lake on the 
east and south. It consists of approximately 19,000 
ha of which 
Weyerhaeuser Lumber Company owns 15,708 ba. The remainder
 is owned by 
private individuals, the U.~ Corps of Engineers, and t
he Oklahoma 
Department of Wildlife Conservation. The region is cha
racterized by 
rugged, low mountains at elevations from 93 m to 823 m. 
Much of the 
area is now in young growth of loblolly pine plantations r
anging in age 
from new clearcuts to those planted in 1972. 
METHODS 
Deer were captured using tranquilizer guns, Stephenson b
ox traps, 
and drop nets from January 1983 through March 1984. T
he deer were 
classified by sex and aged as either adults or yearlin
gs (Table 1). 
Captured deer were instrumented with radio-transmitters a
nd released. 
Cattle were captured in portable corrals in March 1983 a
nd July 1983 
and were also fitted with radio collars. 
Radio-collared animals were located using band-held Yag
i antennas 
and standard triangulation procedure~ Locations were made
 at least ten 
times each week for each animal. For a 24-hour perio
d each week, 
locations were made hourly or bihourly as condition
s permitted. 
Locations were first plotted on 1:24,000 aerial photogra
phs and later 
transformed into grid coordinates. Habitat type, time, 
temperature 
interval, precipitation level, and percent cloud cover were
 recorded for 
each radio-location. 
Cover maps were developed using aerial photographs, inform
ation on 
I land use practices, and ground truthing
. The habitat types identified 
L 
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were: 
1)Ph areas with over 50% mature pine; 
2)Hp areas with over 50% mature hardwoods; 
3)pp Weyerhaeuser pine plantations classified by year
 planted; 
~)CC areas recently clearcut and not yet plan
ted; 
5)R -- residential areas; and 
6)Ip -- Improved pastures. 
Because not all animals had access to each h
abitat type, data analysis 
involved lumping of certain age classes. Ma
ture timber was defined as 
any timber stand (pine or hardwood) over 20 ye
ars old. This 
determination was based on a predicted timber
 harvest rotation schedule 
of 20-25 years. Mature stands typically ba
d high canopy closure and 
little understory vegetation. Pine plantation
s planted between 1972 and 
197 9 were defined as noldern plantations. T
hey were characterized by 
partial canopy closure with an understory o
f woody shrubs and vines. 
Plantations planted in the 1980's were defin
ed as nyoung" plantations 
and typically had no canopy closure and 
an understory consisting 
primarily of annuals and small woody vines. 
Habitat use by month, season, time, and tempe
rature, was calculated 
for each animal by determining the percen
tages of radio-locations 
occurring within each habitat type for 
each independent factor. 
Statistical analyses were performed using
 the Statistical Analysis 
System (Helwig and Council 1979). Habitat preference w
as determined by 
calculating the availability of each habitat
 type within each animals 
home range and for the overall study area an
d using a Chi-square test 
(Steel and Terrie 1980) to compare these values with 
the percent use 
each habitat type actually received. 1-lhen the
 Chi-square test indicated 
6 
differential use of habitat types, we used the Bonf
erroni Z-test (Neu 
et. al. 197!!) to determine which specific habitat types were pr
eferred 
or avoided. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Nine deer (5 females and 4 males) were captured between January 1
984 
and March 1984. Two deer were collared prior to th
is, but lost their 
collars before sufficient data were collected fo
r analysis. Four 
additional bucks were captured in early 1983 but 
were not collared 
because originally this study was primarily intere
sted in the effect 
competition with cattle might have on doe reproduct
ion. Eight cattle 
were collared in March 1983. In July 1983, !j additi
onal cows were 
collared to replace those that had lost their collars.
 Babi tat use was 
based on 4,630 locations for cattle taken between Ma
rch 1983 and March 
1984 and 1,197 locations for deer taken from March 
1984 through July 
1984. 
Habitat preference.--Johnson (1980) emphasized the importance
 of 
analyzing both use and availability to determine hab
itat preference. A 
comparison of use versus availability within an a~ima
l's horne range can 
provide information on which habitat types are most
 preferred by that 
animal. However, Johnson also noted that compar
ison of use versus 
availability solely within the animal's home range 
may introduce bias 
because the animal has already exhibited bias in its
 selection of that 
are~ Our study found differences in habitat preferen
ce between habitat 
use within the home range and habitat use within the 
study area. 
Initially, vle compared use versus availability within
 each animal's 
7 
home range for both deer and cattle (Tables 2 and 3). Availability was 
calculated by overlaying the convex hull home range polygon (Nohr 1947) 
on the cover maps and using dot grids to determine the percentage of 
each habitat type. Within their home ranges, !J deer showed a 
significant preference (p<.01) for mature pine stands. This preference 
may indicate that deer prefer mature timber for bedding areas because of 
the protective cover provided. Only 1 deer showed significant avoidance 
of mature pine timber. This avoidance occurred because she preferred a 
plantation planted in 1976. This plantation was capable of providing 
the benefits of mature pine timber including cover and a beddir~ are~ 
Improved pasture occurred within the home range of !J deer. Based on 
the total number of radio-fixes for each animal, 1 of these deer showed 
strong preference and another showed strong avoidance of the pasture. 
The other 2 deer did not preferentially select for improved pastures 
based on yearly totals. However, improved pastures were significantly 
(p<.001) preferred based on diel patterns. This signifies the 
importance of improved pastures for feeding areas at nig..'f:!t. .IUthough 
the pc.sture were used for only a few hours each day, they provided an 
important feeding resource. 
The 1 deer that had access to a plantation planted in 1983 showed 
significant avoidance (p<.01) of that habitat type. This avoidance 
probably reflected recuperation from mouth injuries suffered during 
capture in a box trap and not actual dislike of young plantations. For 
several months, this deer remained in a small area in mature pine timber. 
Although 1 deer showed strong preference (p<.01) for a plantation 
planted in 1976, the other deer seemed to use pine plantations in direct 
relation to their availability. 
8 
The habitat preferences of cattle within their home ranges (Table 3) 
were significantly different than that of deer. Six of 8 cattle
 
analyzed showed a highly significant (p<.O 1) avoidance of rna ture pine 
stands. The other 2 cattle showed slight preference (p<.05) for mature 
pines. This preference occurred because the cattle owner provided 
winter feeding areas for these 2 cows in mature pine stands. Half of 
the cows showed strong preference (p<.01) for older pine plantations. 
The preference for younger plantations was variable. 
Providing a direct measure of cattle habitat preference or avoidance 
was difficult. Cattle habitat use was primarily regulated by the cattle 
owner. The preference analysis did not indicate that cattle prefer 
plantations planted in 1983. However, the herd that had access to a 
1983 plantation would walk up to 2 miles within an hour to reach that 
habitat type. Even after being returned to the original setting, they 
would immediately attempt to return to the young plantatiolli Only by 
the use of fencing and cattle guards could cattle be kept off this area 
of young pines. Therefore, eveL though this area was within their home 
range, cattle had access to it for only a short period which is not 
considered in the Chi-square and Bonferroni Z-test analysis of habitat 
preference. Determination of cattle habitat preference or avoidance in 
this study was therefore based on a combination of statistical and 
observational data. To fully determine cattle preference, a study 
Hould have to be conducted ir: which cattle movements ¥.'ere unrestricted. 
The second method for determining habitat p:--eference was comparison 
of habitat use with the availability of each habitat type throughout the 
study area. Deer preferred improved pasture and pine plantations 
planted in 1977 (Table 4). They avoided plantations planted in 1980 and 
9 
those planted between 1972 and 1976. Cattle, however, preferred
 
plantations planted in 1980 and avoided mature timber and plantations 
planted between 1972 and 1976 (Table 5). Cattle tend to avoid mature 
timber and older stands because these areas provide less forage 
production (Nelson 1984). 
The comparison of habitat use to habitat availability provides only 
partial understanding of habitat use by deer and cattle. 
temperature, and diel patterns also influence habi ta tnse. 
Season, 
Seasonal effects.--Phenological patterns of white-tailed deer (Halls 
1978, Severinghaus and Cheatum 1956) were used to biologically define 
seasons for habitat us~ The seasons used included winter (1 January-29 
February), spring (1 March-14 May), fawning (15 May-14 June), summer (15 
June-31 Au~Jst), pre-rut (1 September-3D September), and rut (1 October-
31 December). Deer preferred mature pine stands in the spring but 
avoided them in the summer (Table 6). There was no differential use of 
mature hardwood stands. Deer showed little difference in seasonal use 
of pine plantations, although there was some avoidance of older 
plantations during fawniP..g and younger plantations in the spring. Deer 
appeared to avoid improved pastures in the spring. However, this 
avoidance may have occurred because the 5 deer that had access to 
improved pastures were captured there in March. These 5 deer showed 
significant preference (p<.01) for improved pasture during fawning 
season and summer. 
Cattle also showed seasonal differences in habitat use (Table 7), 
but these selective use patterns \>Jere regulated by management practices. 
The habitat types that contained supplemental feeding areas were 
10 
preferred and the habitat types which lacked feeding areas were 
avoided. 
Cattle did indicate a preference for young plantations du
ring the 
summer. 
Temperature effects.--Ambient temperature had a significant ef
fect 
on habitat use patterns (Table 8). During colder weather, deer 
indicated a strong preference for mature pine timber. During
 warmer 
temperatures, they avoided mature pine stands. Similarly deer
 avoided 
improved pasture during cold weather and preferred it at
 warmer 
temperatures. These differences are probably based on the ab
ility of 
mature timber to provide protective warmth and cover duri
ng cold 
weather. Verme (1965) noted that deer in Michigan also use lowland 
conifer yards in winter because of the thermal cover they provid
e. Deer 
preference or avoidance of pine plantations did not follow 
a clear 
trend. 
Temperature level also affected cattle habitat use (Table 9). 
Cattle preferred mature timber at hi&8 temperatures. The matur
e timber 
was able to provide shade and was thus cooler than surroundin
g areas. 
Cattle also preferred older plantations at colder temperatu
res and 
younger plantations in warmer weather. Tne older plantations w
ere able 
to provide protection from the wind during cold months. 
Diel effects.--Diel patterns sig:tiificantly influence habitat us
e of 
deer (Table 1 0). Inglis et. al. (1975) noted that deer tend to use 
covered areas during the day and venture into more visible a
reas at 
night. Our data supported this trend. Deer showed a strong pr
eference 
for young pine plantations and improved pasture between 5:00 pm 
and 6:00 
am. These areas provided young vegetation growth for feedin& 
During 
11 
daylight hours deer were found primarily in mature timber or old 
plantations which provided protective cover. 
Cattle responses to diel patterns were less consistent (Table 11). 
However, cattle did show a significant preference for mature timber 
between noon and midnight. Rather than indicating diel related 
preference, however, this trend may reflect that cattle used hardwood 
draws during afternoon hours to avoid the summer heat. 
SUMHARY 
Habitat use was dependent on many factors including food 
availability, temperature, season, time of day, and management 
practices. Because many of these factors are interrelated, it is 
difficult to determine exactly which factors are responsible for the 
differential use of habitat types. However, general habitat use trends 
were observed between deer and cattle. Deer used mature ti~ber and 
older pine plantations (Planted before 1976) 51% of the time. Cattle 
used n:ature timber and older stands only 18% of the time. Deer were 
frequently found in improved pasture& Although some cattle were also 
grazed on these pastures, the deer tended to use arE:as away from the 
cattle. Deer preferred and required young plantations or pastures for 
feeding areas, but these areas were used primarily at nigjt. Although 
ac ti vi ty pat terns were not sigr.ificantly different for cattle 2. t n.igt. t 
(Nelson 1984), we noted that most cattle would bed down and were not 
active from 10:00 pm. until early morr.ing. 
Any differences in habitat use between two species helps minimize 
competitio~ The differences in habitat use between deer and cattle on 
southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations allowed both species to occupy an 
12 
area without directly being togeth
er. Because of these differences 
competition was minimized through avo
idance. Forage production was also 
sufficient to allow production of 
both deer and cattle on the pine 
plantation& However, this does not 
indicate that competiton would not 
occur under a different set of condit
ions. 
Currently, deer populations in sout
heastern Oklahoma are low. If 
deer populations increased, there 
would be greater intraspecific 
competition which could stress the
 resources and create additional 
competition i-Tith cattle. Likewise, 
increases in cattle numbers would 
probably stress forage production and 
cause competition between deer and 
cattle. Tne cattle herds analyzed in 
this study were mar~ged by the use 
of cattle guards, fencing, supplem
ental feeding areas, and by being 
moved periodically from one plantat
ion to another so that forage had 
time to regenerate. Without fencin
g, the cattle preferred to graze in 
a plantation planted in 1983. D
eer also depend on these young 
•> 
plantations for feeding areas. If t
he cattle are allowed to graze in 
these young plantations \d thout mana
gement, competition is likely to 
occur. Supplemental winter feedin
g areas are also critical for 
minimizing competition between these 
species. Competition in clearcuts 
is particularly likely during winter
 months when botb species compete 
for evergreen browse. By providing f
eeding areas this msjor source cf 
competition is reduced or eliminated. 
Forage production may depend on clim
atic changes. t.l though forage 
production was adequate during the yea
r studied, we do not suggest that 
vegetation production will always be
 adequate. Changes in weather or 
grazing practices will influence prod
uctio~ Because deer are dependent 
on young plantations for forage, they
 may compete with cattle if cattle 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! 
! 
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are allowed to deplete the forage supply 
during their daily grazing. 
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Table 1.--Capture techniques and dates of capture for white-tailed deer 
in southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations from January 1983 through July 
1984. 
Animal ID Sex Age Class Date of Capture Technique 
U1a M Yearling 11 February 83 Tranquilizer gun 
U2a M Adult 12 February 83 Tranquilizer gun 
U3a M Adult 5 March 83 Tranquilizer gun 
u4a M Yearling 17 March 83 Tranquilizer gun 
D1b M Yearling 31 March 83 Tranquilizer gun 
D2c M Yearling 12 November 83 Box trap 
D3 F Adult 25 January 84 Tranquilizer gun 
D5 M Yearling 2 February 84 Box trap 
D6 M Yearling 4 February 84 Tranquilizer gun 
D7 M Yearling 6 March 84 Tranquilizer gun 
DB F Adult 25 March 84 Drop net 
D9 M Yearling 25 March 84 Drop net 
D10 F Yearling 25 March 84 Drop net 
D11 F Adult 25 March 84 Drop net 
D12 F Adult 25 March 84 Drop net 
D13 d F Yearling 7 July 84 Transmitter 
dart 
aOriginally only does were wanted and bucks were not collared. 
bcollar was lost 11 April 83 after 73 relocations 
cCollar was lost by 20 November 83 
drnsufficient sample size for inclusion 
,--- -·--·-----.--..... 
~ 
~. <""\"" 
Table2.--Percent use of cover types compared to availability ·Hi thin their home ranges for 8 white-tailed 
deer in southeastern OKlahoma.. 
Animal Mature Mature Improved Pine 
ID Pine Hardwood Pasture Plantation 
1976 
--------- ---------
--------- ----------
Use Avail Use Avail Use Avail Use Avail 
D3 lJ2 Ill! 82 115 1111 9 
D5 97 1!11 73 
D6 89 90 
D7 54 63 1 8 
DB 36 n 6 16 19 10 IHl 37 11 4 
D9 12 Ill! 3 2 !Ill 23 50 37 10 10 
D11 22 31 9 1 59 1111 16 1 1 
D12 29 lUI 9 31 30 21 211 lt 2 
til symbolizes strong preference or avoidance (p<.01) 
Pine Pine 
Plantation Plantat<ion 
1977 1981 
---------- ----------Use Avail Use Avail 
12 10 
11 10 
39 28 6 11!1 1 
8 10 23 16 
17 12 8 9 
8 28 1 9 
2 5 11 12 
Pine 
Plantation N 
1983 
----------
Use Avail 
302 
3 Ill! 27 2811 
2911 
203 
100 
139 
128 
139 
Chi-
Sq 
lJ95 .0 
82.9 
0.3 
711.5 
173.7 
13-1 
179.11 
67.7 
f-' 
a.. 
,--
Table 3.--Percent use of cover types compared to a
vailability within their home ranges, for 8 cattle 
in 
southeastern OKlahoma. 
Animal Hature Pine Pine Pine 
Pine 
ID Timber Plantat.i.on Plantation Plantation 
Plantation Other N Chi-
1977-1979 1980 1981 1983 
Square 
--------
-- ----
------ --
-------- ----
------
--------
-- ------
----
Use A vall Use Avail Use Avail Use Avail Use 
Avail Use Avail 
B2 38 u ·ra 17 9 26 u 6 19 !HI 7 
592 679.9 
F6 28 ** 72 31 u 13 26 IU 7 15 8 
605 662.5 
G7 7 u 30 18 16 65 
u 20 9 18 1 lU f6 593 105
7.0 
H8 9 u 71 23 IU 10 56 u 12 12 1 
163 384.6 
I9 29 17 5 11t 40 26 1 u 
27 25 u 1 3115 321
.2 
J10 30 !f 17 4 111 1!5 30 2 
u 31 18 • 8 416 267
.1 
K11 111 IBI 73 35 u 11 11 7 12 
B 1!13 291.9 
L12 211 n 79 511 u 10 15 
~ 6 7 5 
3112 8112.0 
• symbolizes preference or avoidance (p<.05) 
~~symbolizes strong preference or avoidance (p<.01) 
symbolizes significant avoidance (p<.01) 
..... 
'--! 
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Table 4.--Deer babi tat use versus availability within the entire 
Mountain Fork Wildlife Management study are~ 
Habitat Type % Use Observed til Available fJ 
Mature Timber 49 40 
Residential 3 
Improved pasture 26 **!! 3 
Pine plantations 
1972-1976 2 §~it 14 
1977 13 lHH 5 
1978 0 
1979 0 6 
1980 0 **~ 11 
1981 8 11 
1983 6 
x2=2681 .4, n=1197, d. f .=9 
~**symbolizes strong preference or avoidance of a habitat type (p<.01) 
' l 
L 
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Table 5.--Cattle habitat use versus availability
 within the entire 
Mountain Fork Wildlife Management study area. 
Habitat Type % Us Observed 
d Available P' 
Mature Timber 18 
iHH! 40 
Pine plantations 
1972-1976 0 
fHH 14 
1977 8 5 
1978 6 
1979 5 6 
1980 29 i:** 11 
1981 18 11 
1983 11 6 
Other 4 6 
x2=4250.8, n:4630, d.f=8 
** 1 symbolizes strong preference or avoidance
 of a habitat 
type (p<.001). 
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Table 6.--Seasonal habitat use patterns of whit
e-tailed deer in 
southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations, as deter
mined by :radio-
telemetry. Percent use was calculated by the number o
f location~ within 
each habitat type during each season. 
Cover types 
Hp( over 50% 
mature 
ha:rdw ood s) 
Ph( over 50% 
mature pine) 
Pine plantation 
1974 
1976 
1977 
1981 
1983 
Improved pasture 
Residential 
Number of 
Locations 
asymbolizes strong 
bsymbolizes strong 
Spring 
1 Ma:r-
14 May 
8.4 
53.2b 
0.1 
4.1 
15.0 
9.8 
0.6 
7.9c. 
0.8 
665 
Seasons 
Fawning 
15 May-
14 Jun 
10.7 
40.1 
0.0 
1.6 
10 .2a 
11.8 
0.0 
25.6b 
0.0 
364 
avoidance (p<.001) 
preference (p<.001) 
Summer 
15 Jun-
31 Aug 
1 0.1 
25.6a 
0.0 
0.0 
14.9 
1.8 a 
o.o 
45.8b 
1.8 
168 
21 
Table 7.--Seasonal habitat use patterns of cattle in sout
heastern 
Oklahoma pine plantations, as determined by radio-telemetry. 
Percent 
use was calculated by the number of locations within each hab
itat type 
during each season. 
Cover types 
Hp(over 50% 
mature 
hardwoods) 
Ph(over 50% 
mature pine) 
Pine plantation 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1 9 83 
Kew clear cut 
Other(barns, 
ponds) 
Number of 
Locations 
Winter 
1 Jan-
29 Feb 
26.9 b 
o.oa 
0.0 
18. 1 b 
o.oa 
20.8b 
14.7a 
o.oa 
1.8a 
0.0 
17.7 
442 
SpriP..g 
1 Mar-
14 May 
13.6 a 
1. 8 
0.0 
2.8a 
9.3b 
3.5 
38.4 b 
18.1 
1 0. 3 
0.0 
2.0 
398 
P<.001 asymbolizes avoidance 
Seasons 
Fawning Summer 
15 May- 15Jun-
14 Jun 31 Aug 
3 lr a ,.., 19.3 
0 .4a 6.9b 
0.0 0.3 
1. 72. 4 .1 a 
8.ob 3 .5a 
o.oa 0 .4a 
6g.ob 24.2 
12.8 22.1 b 
4 ?2 16.6b 
0.6 0.5 
0.0 1.9 
478 1215 
Pre-rut 
1Sep-
30 Sep 
22 ,gb 
0.3a 
0.0 
12.4b 
3.0a 
5&9 
19. oa 
14.9 
13.1 
2.5 
5.9 
763 
bsymbolizes preference 
Rut 
1 Oct-
31 Dec 
23.2 b 
o.oa 
o.o 
15. 1 b 
7.4b 
g.ob 
19 .3a 
17.4 
8.? 
0.0 
0.2 
1334 
22 
Table B.--Temperature related use patterns
 of white-tailed deer in 
southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations, 
as determined by radio-
telemetry. Percent use was calculated by the 
number of locations within 
each habitat type for each temperature interv
al. 
Temperature Interval ( C) 
Cover types above 35 27-35 18-27 1
0-18 2-10 below 2 
Hp(over 50% 18.7 9.8 12.2 b 9.2 
o .oa 0.0 
mature 
hardwoods) 
Ph( over 50% 31.2 a 37 .sa 39.3a 50.4 
73.5 b 52.2 
mature pine) 
Pine plantation 
1974 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.4 o.o 0.0 
1976 0.0 0.3 2 4.5
b 5.0 b o.oa 0.0 
1977 1 2.5 13.7 11.3 
14.1 16.9 30.4 b 
1981 6.2 6.2a 12.2 b 9.2
 7.3 13.0 b 
1983 o.o 0.0 
0 ? 0 ), ,.., 1.5 0.0 
Improved pasture 31 .2 b 31.8b 19.1 
11 . 4 a o.oa o.o 2 
P.esidentic_l 0.0 0.3 1.2 
0.0 0.7 4 ? •.) 
Number of 
Locations 16 336 ~25 
262 136 23 
p<.001 asymbolizes c_voidance bsymbolizes 
preference 
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Table 9.--Temperature related 
habitat use patterns of cattle
 in 
southeastern Oklahoma pine pla
ntations, as determined by rad
io-
telemetry. Percent use was calcu
lated by the number of locations w
ithin 
each habitat type for each temper
ature interval. 
Temperature Interval ( C) 
Cover types above 35 27-35 
18-27 10-18 2-10 below 2
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Table 10.--Diel habitat use patterns of w
hite-tailed deer in 
southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations, as
 determined by radio-
telemetry. Percent use was ccJ.culated by the num
ber of locations '1..-ithin 
each habitat type for each time period. 
Cover types 
Hp(over 50% 
mature 
hardwoods) 
Ph( over 50% 
mature pine) 
Pine plantation 
1974 
1976 
1977 
1981 
1983 
Improved pasture 
Residential 
Number of 
Locations 
0000 
0559 
5.1 a 
4 8.9 
0.0 
1.5 
11.7 
6.6 
0.0 
24.8 
1.5 
137 
0600 
0759 
19.2 b 
46.1 
0.0 
1.9 
11.5 
3.8 
1.9 
15.4 
0.0 
52 
p<. 001 2 syrnbolizes avoidance 
Time oeriods 
0800 
1159 
1 0.6 
42.6 
0.3 
4.2 
16.4 b 
6.1 
0.3 
18.3 
1.3 
378 
1200 
1659 
8.6 
47.4 
0.0 
2.9 
14.6 
8.6 
0.0 
17.7 
0.3 
384 
1700 
1959 
11.3 
39.3 
0.0 
2.0 
12.7 
14.0 b 
. ';) 
1 • ..) 
19.3 
0.0 
150 
bsymbolizes preference 
2000 
2359 
5.1 2 
51.6 
0.0 
0.0 
4.1 a 
23.7 b 
0.0 
15.5 
0.0 
97 
25 
Table 11.--Diel habitat use patterns of cat
tle in southeastern Oklahoma 
pine plantations, as determined by radio-
telemetry. Percent use was 
calculated by the number of locations 1-.'i thi
n each habitat type for· each 
time period. 
Cover types 
Hp( over 50% 
mature 
hardwoods) 
Ph( over 50% 
mature pine) 
Pine plantation 
1972 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1 9 81 
1983 
Nel-.' clear cut 
Other(bc.rn, pond) 
Number of 
Locations 
0000 0600 
0559 0759 
10.1 a 12. 7a 
0.0 2.1 
0.0 0.0 
0.0 0.0 
6.1 a 6.4 a 
9.7b 4.8 
5.4 5.~ 
3-=' t::b 
..J•-' 32.8 
20.1 b 21.2 b 
11.8 11 . 1 
0.5 0.5 
2.8 3.1 
424 1 89 
P<.001 2 symbolizes avoidance 
Time pe:-iods 
0800 1200 1700 2000 
1159 1659 1959 2359 
19.9 25.6b 15.1 b 12.1 b 
2.0 2.8 2.0 1 .0 
0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 
0. 1 0.2 0.0 0.0 
10.6 1 0.7b 9.7 6.8 
5.4 3.4 2 5.6 
7 7 b 
I • 
7.1 6.7 3)! 4.7 
26.3 23.4a 28.7 31.8b 
15.2 13.4a 19.4b 1 9.1.! 
9.8 s.8t 13. 3b 13.2 b
 
0.3 0.8 0.2 0.6 
3.0 4.3 2.1 2.9 
1158 1804 715 340 
bsymbolizes preference 
CHAPTER III 
DEER AND CATTLE HOME RANGE AND ACTIVITY PA
TTERNS IN SOUTHEASTERN 
OKLAHot1A 
Jana S. Nelson and Scott D. Shalaway1 
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nit and Department of Zoology, 
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74078 
Abstract.--Home range size and activity p
atterns were analyzed for 
white-tailed deer and cattle on southeas
tern Oklahoma pine plantations. 
Deer horne ranges averaged 0.40 krn2 and
 cattle home ranges averaged 
2.66krn2. Cattle home range size and activity 
patterns were prin;arily 
influenced by management practices. H
owever, both deer and cattle 
responded to changes in food supply by in
creasing ranges when food was 
scattered and concentrating ranges when f
ood was concentrate~ Seaso~ 
temperature, and diel patterns it1..fluenced
 home range size and activity 
patterns. 
Home range size and activity patterns 
for deer and cattle are 
dependent on the availability of resource
s within an area. An animal's 
home range must include access to food 
and water, bedding locations, 
adequate cover to provide protection 
2.nd conce2.lrr.ent, and proper 
locations for mating and parturition. 
Generally, home range size 
increases as the availability and qu
ality of resources decreases 
26 
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(Sanderson 1966). However to provide maximum benefits, home ranges mus
t 
also be small enough to allow the animal to gain a sele
ctive advantage 
through familiarity with the area (Burt 1943). 
Deer home range size and activity patterns are par
ticularly 
influenced by the distribution of resources within an are~ 
Temperature, 
season of the year, and time of day also affect movem
ent patterns. 
Cattle home range size and movement patterns, howev
er, are more 
dependent on management practices of the cattle owners tha
n on extrinsic 
factors or the ability of the habitat to provide their nee
ds. 
Competition between deer and cattle is in part depend
ent on the 
overlap between home ranges and activity patterns for t
hese species. 
This paper presents an overview of home range size and act
ivity patterns 
for white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) and cattle on
 
southeastern Oklahoma pine plantations. 
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STUDY AREA 
This study was conducted on the Mountain Fork \Hldlife 
Management 
Area, McCurtain County in southeastern Oklahoma. The ar
ea is bordered 
on the west and north by U.S Highway 259 and by Broken Bow
 Lake on the 
28 
east and south. It consists of 
approximately 19,000 ha of which 
Weyerhaeuser Lumber Company owns 15,7
08 ha. The remainder is owned by 
private individuals, the U.S. Corp
s of Engineers, and the Oklahoma 
Department of Wildlife Conservatio
n. The region is charo.cterized by 
rugged low mountains at elevation
s from 93 m to 823 rn. Current 
management practices involve usin
g the area for the production of 
loblolly pines. Pine plantations r
ange in age from those recently 
clearcut to those planted before 1972
. 
METHODS 
Deer were captured using tranquiliz
er guns, Stephenson box traps, 
and drop nets from January 1983 throu
gh March 1984. Captured deer were 
instrumented with radio collars and c
lassified by sex and aged as either 
adults or yearlings. Cattle were ca
ptured in portable corr2ls in March 
1983 and July 1983 and were also fitte
d with radio colla;os. 
Radio-collared animals were located u
sing hand-held Yagi antennas 
and standard triangulation procedu
res. Locations were ffiade at least 
ten times each week for each animal
. For a 24-hour period each ;.;eek, 
locations were made hourly or bi-
hourly as conditions permitted. 
Locations were first plotted on 1:24
,000 aerial photographs and later 
trans:~orrned intQ grid coordinates. 
J.. computer program developed by 
Hatfield (1978) ..-as used to 
calculate home ranges by both the con
vex hull O·lohr 1947) and a computer 
generated minimum polygon method. H
orne range size was calculated on a 
seasonal and yearly basis for each
 animal. Seasons were based on 
phenological changes for white-t
ailed deer as described in the 
literature (Severinghaus and Cheatum 1956, H
alls 1978, Ockenfels 1980). 
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The seasons used included winter (1 January-29 February), spring (1
 
March-1l! May), fawning (15 May-14 June), summer (15 June-31 August)
, 
pre-rut (1 September-3D September), and rut (1 October-31 December). 
Activity patterns were calculated by determining the mea
n distance 
traveled between successive locations. Tbe maximum t
ime interval 
between locations analyzed was 4 hours. Differences in 
mean distance 
traveled in different habitat types and at varying temp
eratures were 
tested by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and Least Significant Differenc
e 
(LSD) (Steel and Terrie 1980). Statistical analyses were performed
 
using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) (Helwig and Council 1979). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Eleven deer and twelve cattle were instrumented 
with radio 
transmitters. Of these, nine deer and P~ne cattle were r
elocated often 
enough to allow calculation of home range size. Due to th
e small sample 
size1 differences due to sex and age were not evaluated
. 
The two methods of home range determination provided 
different 
average yearly home range sizes for white-tailed deer (Table 1 ). Th
e 
minimum polygon method provides a more consistent meas
ure because it 
does not include unused areas in the calculation of hom
e range size. 
This method is particularly beneficial in reducing bi
as created by 
including areas surrounding the travel corridors that aP~
mals use when 
changing their center of activity. The convex hull cal
culations also 
exclude habitat types not used by the animals, but may i
nclude unused 
areas around travel corridors. Although we believe the m
inimum polygon 
method more accurately reflects deer home range patterns
 in the study 
area, the convex hull data are included for comparison. T
he convex hull 
30 
method was also used to generate the home range polygons that were used 
for calculation of habitat preference (Nelson 1984). 
Because cattle movements are dependent on the management practices 
of the cattle owners, the home range values for cattle indicate areas of 
activity rather than actual home ranges (Table 2). 
~--Deer were located 1,728 times between February 1984 and July 
1984. The average yearly home range size of 0.40 ±_.06 km2 was smaller 
than values previously reported for deer in the southeast (Table 3). The 
small home range area presumably reflects the diversity of the habitat. 
Deer were found only in areas that contained a stand of mature timber in 
close proximity to water and young pine plantations or improved 
pastures. This high degree of interspersion allows access to both food 
and cover in a relatively small area. Verme and Ullrey (1972) noted 
that movements and home ranges of deer increased during the spring as a 
result of searching for forbs, buds, and new growth. Our deer also 
showed a significantly larger (p<.05) home range in spring than during 
any other season (Table 4). A decrease in the home ranges of does 
during fawning has been noted in the literature (Halls 1978). Does 
typically remain in a small area near protective cover when their fawns 
are young. Both bucks and does in this study showed a decrease in home 
ranges during fawning season. There was no significant difference 
(p<.01) between home range size during fawning and summer. 
Part of the difference in home ranges between seasons may have been 
influenced by temperature levels (Table 5). Deer were most active during 
moderate (18-27 C) temperatures such as occurred during the spring. 
Deer movements averaged 0.287 km between locations during moderate 
31 
temperatures and only 0.127 km during extre
mely cool (below-2 C) 
weather. Moen (1976) found that northern deer conserve e
nergy in 
winter by remaining under protective cover and
 by moving very little. 
Extremely warm temperatures (above-35 C) may also have a
 negative 
irJluence on deer movement. Church (1971) noted that temp
eratures above 
30 C can cause heat stress in cattle and m
ay affect deer. Deer 
movements were shorter during extremely warm 
weather (0.232 km) than 
they were at moderate temperatures (0.277 km), but this d
ifference was 
not sigrdficant (p>.05). 
Although diel patterns influenced habitat u
se by deer (Nelson 
1984), they had little effect on deer movement patterns (T
able 6). The 
type of habitat a deer was in also showed n
o correlation with the 
distance moved bet,.;een successive locations (Table 7). 
Cattle.--The home r2.nges for cattle are based
 on 4,530 locations 
taken between March 1983 and March 1984. The a
verage yearly area of 
activity was 2.66 ±_.82 km2 ,.;hich is significan
tly (p<.01) larger than 
the average home range of deer. The larger catt
le home ranges reflected 
the management practices of cattle owners. 
The cattle are moved to 
different settings of pine plantations throu~1ou
t the year to allow the 
cattle access to new plant growth. Cattle home
 ra~ges are large because 
the calculations considered the total area used 
and did not account for 
the stifts in use area. Home range size and the 
types of habitat used by 
cattle can be regulated by controlling fencin
g, cattle guards, c.nd 
access to water. 
Cattle seasonal ranges varied from 0.29 km2 in
 winter to 2.13 km2 
during deer rutting season (Table 8). Individual season2.
l home ranges 
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were significantly smaller than the yearly ranges indicating that 
cattle changed their centers of activity. The extremely small winter 
ranges occurred because the cattle owners provided supplemental feeding 
areas for the cattle during the winter months. Between 25 November i983 
and 25 March 1984, cattle were fed on a regular basis and did not move 
far from the feeding areas (Table 9). 
The largest cattle home ranges occurred during deer rutting seaso~ 
Herbaceous vegetation was becoming scarce and cattle moved around in an 
attempt to find food. Home ranges were also fairly large in summer as 
cattle searched for food after the new spring growth was no longer 
available. Although it seems like home range size during spring should 
be larger as the animals follow the new growth of forbs and grasses, 
actual home ranges were fairly small (1.04 km2). However, distances 
moved between successive locations during spring were la!'ge (Table 1 0). 
This indicates that cattle moved around frequently to find new growth, 
but renained within relatively small areas. Home renges during other 
seasons were not significantly different and reflected movements typical 
of cattle when adequate resot:rces were available. Management 
practices and food availability seem to be the pri~ary factors that 
influenced cattle activity patterns. Althou~ cattle moved less during 
extrecely cold weather (Table 1i), this was partially a result of cattle 
gathering around their win';:.er feediP..g areas. The longer distance moved 
during warm weather (27-35 C) was probably related to food availability 
in summer. As with deer, diel patterns had little influence on cattle 
movements (Table 12). 
Comparisons between deer .ami cattle.--Deer home ranges were 
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considerably smaller than cattle home ranges. The
 difference in size 
presumably reflected the ability of the habitat to
 meet each animal's 
requirements. Deer were found in areas of high 
interspersion that 
contained mature timber for cover, young plantations
 or improved pasture 
for food, and access to water. There was no ev
idence that deer 
populations were large enough to have a nega
tive effect on the 
production of food or cover. Cattle, on the other h
and, were grazed at 
high enough intensity to deplete their food sour
ces if not properly 
managed. Management practices involved moving the ca
ttle to different 
areas so that there was an adequate food supply av
ailable and so that 
plants were given a chance to regenerate. These mo
vements increased the 
home ranges of cattle. 
Temperature, time of day, and season influenced a
ctivity patterns 
c.nd home range size. For cattle, these movement p
atterns "\\ere highly 
influenced by manc.gement practices and food av2ilab
ility. However, the 
trends were similar for both deer and cattle. Both
 species moved less 
during extremely cold weather and ;.;ere most a
ctive at moderate 
temperc.tures. Diel influences did not significant
ly c.ffect :rr:ovement 
patterns of either deer or cattle. Byford (1969) found th
at deer 
movements were concentrated when food was concentr
ated, but dispersed 
when food was dispersed. Both deer and cattle sh
owed this trend in 
their response to the ne"' growth of vegetation in
 the spring and the 
sparci ty of vegetation in the fall. Both deer and
 cattle restricted 
their activity levels during winter. 
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
The actual location of home ranges for deer and cattl
e was important 
34 
for determining if the potential for 
competition existed. The home 
ranges of the collared deer did not 
overlap with the ranges of the 
collared cattle. However, deer home r
anges were near areas that were 
heavily used by non-collared cattle. O
verlap in areas us~d by both deer 
and cattle was determined through spotl
ight counts which were conducted 
at least once a week. While cattle w
ere gathered at winter feeding 
areas, deer were more active and visibl
e. When the cattle became more 
active in early spring, deer sightings 
decreased noticeably. Deer were 
seldom seen together with cattle, al
though they both used the same 
settings. Hood and Inglis (1974) noted that some d
eer will shift their 
use area in response to the presence of
 cattle. Similarly, Smith (1961) 
found that when adequate food was av
ailable, deer frequented areas 
inaccessible to cattle. We were ur~ble
 to determine if the deer on our 
study area avoided cattle for behavior
al reasons or if the decrease in 
deer sightings was related to changes in
 seasonal or temporal patterns. 
If the areas are properly managed, b
oth deer and cattle can be 
produced on pine plantations. Juland
er (1955) concluded that ranges 
were more efficiently used by grazin
g both deer and cattle than by 
grazing either alone. The benefits of m
ultiple range use include use of 
more plant species, stimulation of new 
growth by croppir~ o~f old parts, 
and increased animal production per land
 unit (Lew is 1957). 
Proper management must involve providir:
g areas of high inte:nspersion 
for deer. Based on the home ranges of 
deer in this study, mc.r1c.gement 
areas need to provide mature timber, 
young plantations, and a water 
supply within a 0.5 km2 area. Deer wi
ll use the central portions of 
pine plantations and cattle tend to a
void the central areas (Nelson 
1984). However, if the plantations are too l
arge, the deer will not 
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have close access to mature timber an
d will not use the area. Deer 
typically remain within their small hom
e range and will not increase it 
even to reach an available food supply (Severingh
aus and Cheatum 1956). 
To manage pine plantations for both dee
r and cattle, cattle owners 
should be encouraged to provide supple
mental feeding areas for their 
cattle. This practice is particularly
 important in winters when the 
supply of evergreen browse is low. Catt
le owners should also move their 
cattle frequently to allow plant parts
 to regenerate. Because cattle 
tend to congregate together in groups,
 they are capable of depleting 
available resources within that particul
ar area in a short time. Cattle 
management based solely on animal unit
s per acre is inadequate in the 
pine plantation environment. 
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Table 1.--Home ranges of white-taile
d deer in southeastern Oklahoma pin
e 
plantations, as determined by r
adio-telemetry. Home ranges we
re 
cc.lculated using the minimUlL polygo
n method and the convex hull method
. 
Minimum polygon Convex Hull 
Anirr.al ID Number of Locations Home
 ran~e size Home ran~e size 
(km ) (km ) 
D3 302 
0.537 1.708 
D5 284 
0.188 0.513 
D6 294 
0.3 81 1.110 
D7 203 
0.392 1.818 
D8 100 
0.405 1.002 
D9 139 
0.394 1.012 
D1 0 139 
0.344 0.996 
D11 128 
0.609 2.174 
D12 po .. u 
0.328 1.049 
0.404(±.06) 1.265(±.25) 
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Table 2.--Home ranges of cattle in southeastern
 Oklahoma pine 
plantations, as determined by radio-telemetry. 
Home ranges were 
calculated using the minimum polygon method and the co
nvex hull method. 
Animal ID Number of locations 
A1 865 
B2 592 
C3 571 
F6 605 
G7 593 
H8 163 
I9 345 
JO 416 
K1 ll13 
Mean C±SE) 
Minimum polygon 
Home raP-;e size 
(kn;-) 
1.60 
3.14 
1.79 
2.28 
6.69 
3.20 
1.24 
0. 91 
3.10 
2.66(±.82) 
Convex hull 
Home ran~e size 
(km ) 
36.61 
9.88 
32.85 
7.91 
i lj .97 
5.60 
3.68 
3.48 
9.04 
13.78(±5.85) 
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Table 3.--Comparisons of white-tailed d
eer home ranges in different 
southern areas calculated using the convex
 hull (minimum area) method. 
Study State Ave
rage home range size(km2) 
Does Bucks 
Nelson 1984 OK 
1.26 
Ockenfel 1980 OK 
9.80 
Progulske & Be.skett MO 1.62 
3.8 
1958 
r.'D.chael 1965 TX 1. 37 
3.6 
P..a:'chinton 1968 AL 
0.93 
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Table 4.--Seasonal home ra
nge sizes (km 2 ) for white-tailed
 deer in 
southeastern Oklehoma pine
 plantations calculated us:
;.ng the minirr:ul2J 
polygon method. Dist.c.nces B
oved during sec.sons ccoiionly
 underlir,ed were 
not significc.ntly differen
t (p>.05). 
AD..imal Spring 
Fawring Su~er 
ID 1 V,ar- 1
5 Hay- 15Jun-
14 Hay 14 Jun 
31 Aug 
D3 0.52 
0.34 0. 06 
D5 0.18 
0.05 0.04 
D6 0.28 
0.13 0. i 6 
D7 0.34 
0.25 0.31 
DS 0.39 
0.17 0. 35 
D9 0.29 
0.08 0.04 
D10 0.33 
0.20 0 .. , 1
 
D11 0.60 
0. 10 0.05 
D12 0.32 
0. 14 0.09 
0.13(±..05) 
Spring Fawning Slliilffi
er 
) 
j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
t ( 
i 
1 
I 
I 
I 
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Table 5.--Effects of temperature 
on mean distance moved by white
-tailed 
deer on southeastern Oklahoma p
ine plantations. Distances move
d during 
temperature intervals common
ly underlined were not signif
icantly 
different (p>.05). 
Temperature range 
( C) 
above 35 
27-35 
18-27 
10-18 
2-10 
below 2 
Hean distc.nce 
( k:r;i) 
0.232 
0.196 
0.277 
0.297 
0.259 
0.127 
~~OVA and LSD testing ( =0.05) 
10-18 18-27 2-10 above 35 27
-35 below 2 
Sample size 
Cn) 
13 
144 
271 
207 
116 
14 
I 
l 
• 
j 
Table 6.--Diel movement patterns of
 white-tailed deer on southeast
ern 
Oklahoma pine plantations. Kea
n distance is the average distan
ce 
traveled between successive loc
ations within each time peri
od. 
Distances moved within time inte
rvals commonly underlined were 
not 
significantly different (p>.05). 
Time interval 
(hrs) 
0000-0559 
0600-0759 
0800-1159 
1200-1659 
1700-1959 
2000-2359 
Mean distance 
(km) 
0.286 
0.268 
0.291 
0.227 
0.211 
0.260 
ANOVA and LSD testing ( =0.05) 
0800-1159 0000-0559 0600-0759 
2000-2359 1200-1659 
Sample size 
Cn) 
69 
46 
167 
174 
75 
72 
1700-1959 
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Table 7.--Mean distance moved by white-tailed d
eer in various habitat 
types in southeastern OKlahoma. Distances 
moved in habitat types 
commonly underlined were not significantly diff
erent (p>.05). 
Habitat type 
Mature timber 
Pine plantations 
Improved pasture 
!'lean distance 
(km) 
0.297 
0.265 
0.210 
M~OVA and LSD testing ( =0.05) 
Mature timber Pine plantations 
Sample size 
CnJ 
190 
432 
140 
Improved pastures 
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Table 8.--Seasonal home ranges (km2) for cattle in southea
stern 
Oklahoma calculated using the minimum polygon ~ethod. 
I 
I Aninal Winter Spring Fawning Surnrner 
Pre-rut Rut 
I 
l ID 1 Jan- 1 Har- 15 Hay- i 5
 Jun- 1 Sep- 1 Oct-
i 29 Feb 14 !v'.c.y 14 Jun 31 Aug 30 Sep 31 
Dec 
A1 0.19 1.58 0.57 1.58 0.56 
1.18 
B2 0.89 1. 87 0.79 2.17 2.83 3.
19 
C3 0.07 1.68 0.91 1.75 0.30 
1.56 
F6 0.60 0.~6 1.69 1.67 1.40 
2.20 
G7 0.17 2.31 1.24 0.35 0.9
1 3. 14 
I9 0.03 0.15 1.17 0
. 91 1.23 
JO 0.04 0.09 0.64 0.74 
0.84 
K1 0.60 0.19 3.08 1. 90 
1.98 
L2 0.01 3.29 0.33 
3.89 
Mean(±_SE)0.29(±..15) 1.04(.=_.42) 1.04(±..19) 1.74(±..47)1.10(±_.39) 2
.13(±..50) 
J 
i 
l 
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Table 9.--Mean distance m
oved by cattle in various
 habitat types in 
southeastern Oklahoma. 
Distances moved in habit
at types commonly 
underlined were not signif
icantly different (p>.05). 
Habitat type 
Mature timber 
Pine plantations 
Roads 
Feeding areas 
Mean distance 
( lr.l!l) 
0.264 
0.249 
0.278 
0.143 
L~OVA and LSD testing ( =0.05) 
Roads Mature 
Timber 
Pine 
Plantations 
Feeding 
Areas 
Sample size 
(.n) 
617 
2520 
334 
577 
l 
• 
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l 
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Table 10.--Effects of season on distance moved by 
cattle on southeastern 
Oklahoma pine plantations. Distances moved du
ring seasons commonly 
underlined were not significantly different (p>.05). 
Season Dates 
Winter Jan-29 
Spring Mar-14 
FawP.ing 15 P.ay-14 
Summer 15 Jun-31 
Pre-rut Sep-30 
Rut Oct-31 
A.IWVA and LSD testing 
Spring Pre-rut 
Feb 
May 
Jun 
Aug 
Sep 
Dec 
( =0.05) 
Summer 
Mean distance 
(km) 
0.136 
0.307 
0.240 
0.263 
0.267 
0.209 
Fawning Rut Winter 
--------
--------
--------
--------
--- --
--------
--
----------------~---------------
Sample size 
Cn) 
315 
319 
421 
1114 
721 
1162 
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Table 11.--Effects of temperature on mo
vement patterns of cattle in 
southeastern Oklahom~ Mean distance is t
he average distance traveled 
between successive locations for each tem
perature interval. Distances 
moved during temperature intervals co
mmonly underlined were not 
significantly different (p>.05). 
Temperature range Mean distanc
e Sample size 
( C) (km) 
(.n) 
above 35 0.260 
265 
27-35 0.286 
1090 
18-27 0.270 
1370 
10-18 0.194 
708 
2-10 0.137 
527 
below 2 0.098 
69 
ANOVA and LSD testing ( :0.05) 
27-35 18-27 above 35 10-18 2-10 
below 2 
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Table12.--Diel movement patterns of ca
ttle on southeastern Oklahoma pine 
plantations. Mean distance is the a
verage distance traveled between 
successive locations within each time 
period. Distances moved during 
time intervals commonly underlined w
ere not significantly different 
(p>.05). 
Time interval Mean dist
ance Sample size 
(hrs) {km) 
(.n) 
0000-0559 0.172
 303 
0600-0759 0.21
5 133 
0800-1159 0.335 
753 
1200-1659 0.23
0 1332 
1700-1959 0.28
1 506 
2000-2359 0.22
8 268 
ANOVA and LSD testing ( :0.05) 
0800-1159 1700-1959 1200-1659 2000
-2359 0600-0759 0000-0559 
L ,-~-~---~---- ------ ----
CHAPTER Tv 
BIOMASS PRODUCTION OF PREFERR
ED DEER FOODS ON SOUTHEASTER
/I OKLAHOMA Pil-lE 
PLANTATIOnS 
Jcna S. Nelson and Scott D. Shal
away1 
10klab.oma Cooperative Wildlife R
esearch Unit and Department of 
Zoology, 
Oklahoma State University, Still
water, OK 74078 
Abstract.--Vegetative product
ion of preferred deer food speci
es on 
southeastern Oklahoma pine plan
tations was quantified to eva
luate the 
potential impact of herbivory on
 forage production. Biomass pro
duced by 
grasses, woody new growth, and 
herbaceous vegetation was calcu
lated for 
16 sites ranging from new clearc
uts to mature timber. Tne mean
 biomass 
produced ranged from 2,902 kg/ha
 on young pine plantations to 1
92 kg/ha 
in mature timber. 
In many deer populations, forag
e quality 2.nd quantity may serv
e as 
limiting factors (Halls 1978). The imp
ortance of for2.ge is particular
ly 
evident in the production of off
sprin~ In optimal habitats wh
ich have 
an adequate quantity of high qu
ality food, does generally produ
ce two or 
three offspring. However whe
n the quality or quantity is 
low, deer 
produce only one offspring or p
erhaps none. 
Several factors inSluence forage
 production. Extrinsic factors 
such 
as weather, plant disease, soil
 erosion, or poor agricultural 
practices 
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may cause declines in productivity. Pro
ductivity is also affected by 
timber management practices. Forage produ
ction is typically increased by 
clearcutting • Clearcutting also tends 
to increase sprout growth and 
improves browse. Interspecific re
source competition may also 
significantly affect the quantity and q
uality of forage available to 
deer. 
The grazing of cattle and leasing of gra
zing rights on the forest 
range of southeastern Oklahoma has been a
 tradition for over 150 years. 
In 1970, shortly after Weyerhaeuser Compa
ny's aquisition of forest lands 
in southeastern Oklahoma, cattle numbers
 were estimated to be between 
8,000 and 10,000. By 197lJ, there were ap
proximately 25,000 privately 
owned cattle on Weyerhaeuser land in so
utheastern Oklahoma; virtually 
all were concentrated on the new pine pla
ntations (Goodwin 1980 ). 
Although cattle are primarily grazers
 and deer are primarily 
browsers, competition may occur when 
there is a shortage of food. 
Competition is particularly likely in win
ter when both species are seek 
green vegetatio~ Some competition for g
rasses in early spring may also 
occur. Segelquist and Pennington (1968) noted that
 deer populations in 
southeastern Oklahoma were small. They 
believed that the scarcity of 
browse, particularly evergreen browse fo
r late winter, was a limiting 
factor. 
The purpose of this study was to obtain
 baseline information on 
plant productivity for different ages of 
pine plantations. 
We gratefully acknowledge S. W. Conrady a
nd M. E. Stewart for their 
many long hours in helping clip and sor
t vegetation. We thank L. G. 
Talent and J. H. Shaw for review of the 
manuscript and W. D. Warde for 
his help with statistical analysis. 
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STUDY AREA 
This study was conducted in McC
urtain County in southeastern 
Oklahon:a. The general topography o
f the area is low, rolling hills a
t 
elevations from 93 to 820 m. Yne so
ils are shallow, well to excessively
 
drained, and slaty on gently slopi
ng to steep slopes in the piedmon
t 
uplands. Some areas also have san
dy loam or gravelly loam topsoils.
 
The area is bounded on the north and
 west by U.S. Highway 259 and on the 
east and south by Broken Bow Lake. 
The overstory consists primarily o
f 
mature loblolly (Pinus ~ and shortleaf
 pines (_£,_ echinata), post 
oak (..Q_uercus stellata), blackjack oak (Q._ m
arilandica), southern red 
oak (~ ~), white oak (~ ~)
, blackgum (Nvssa sylyatica), 
sweetgum (LiQuidamber styracifJ.ua), and 
black hickory (Carva texana). 
Most of the area is used for timber 
production of loblolly pines and for
 
cattle grazing. The most frequent 
method of site preparation involves
 
clearing the timber, roller-choppi
ng the slash, and burning the site
 
before replanting. 
METHODS 
Sixteen settings of pine plantatio
ns, ranging in age from newly 
planted to those planted prior to 
1972, were selected for vegetative 
sampling. Selection was based on ag
e, soil type, and timber management
 
practices. Three exclosures were
 randomly located on each of the 1
6 
settings. Each exclosure was con
structed using three metal T-post
s 
enclosed by hogwire. Exclosures wer
e 1.3 m tall with an inner area of 
1 
m2 and were designed to exclude bo
th cattle and deer. Vegetation was
 
sampled using the clip-and-weigh m
ethod described by Dalke (1941 ). In 
-----~-- ~ -~- --- --------
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August 1983, at the end of the growing season,
 a 0.5 m2 section was 
clipped at ground level within each exclosure.
 Because only growth 
within 1.5 m of the ground is available to deer, 
we collected only new 
growth of woody shrubs and vines below this 
level. Fifteen plots 
outside the exclosures were also selected at rando
m and clipped for each 
setting. As the vegetation was clipped, it 
was sorted into 21 
categories of preferred deer food species: cor
alberry, Symphori carpos 
spp.; elms, Ulmus spp.; oaks, Quercus spp.; hawthorns, Cra
taegus spp.; 
greenbrier, Smilax spp.; sumacs, Rhus spp.; Fren
ch mulberry, Callicarpa 
spp.; blueberry, Vaccinium spp.; blackberry, 
Rubus spp.; sunflower, 
Helianthus spp.; asters, Aster spp.; grapes,
 Vi til spp.; clovers, 
Trifolium spp.; wild lettuce, Lactucca spp.; st
icktights, Bidens spp.; 
false dandelions, Pyrrhopappus spp.; fleabanes, E
rigeron spp.; horseweed, 
Conyza spp.; grasses; sedges; unclassified fo
rbs; and other. These 
food groups were selected based on food prefere
nce studies of deer in 
the southeast (Korschgen 1954; Segelquist and Green 1968; Se
gelquist and 
Pennington 1968; Reeb and Silker 1978; Korschgen,
 Porath, and Torgerson 
1980; and Warren and Hurst 1981). Total number of sp
ecies per plot, 
number of stems per species, percent grazed of ea
ch species, and percent 
cover were recorded in the field as each plot w
as clipped. The plants 
were dried to a constant weight at 60 C in a forc
ed air drying oven and 
weighed to the nearest 0.1 g. 
Duncan's multiple range test was used to deter
mine significant 
differences in biomass production among settings
. Statistical analyses 
were performed using the Statistical Analysis Sys
tem (Helwig and Council 
1 978). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Vegetation was clipped on 274 plots 
including 43 exclosures and 231 
plots outside the exclosures. Five 
exclosures and 9 sites outside the 
exclosures were not clipped due to 
vandalism or inaccessibility. The 
amount of biomass produced per site
 varied from 192 kg/ha for rna ture 
timber to 2,902 kg/ha for a new
ly planted plantation (Table 1 ). 
Although there was a high degree of
 variabli ty both within and among 
sites, several trends were detected. 
In general, younger plantations (planted af
ter 1975) produced more 
biomass than older plantations (planted 1972
-1975). An exception was 
that sites planted in 1980 produced
 significantly lower biomass. This 
low production may have been cause
d by drought conditions during the 
year they were planted. The grow
ing season (March-August) of 1980 
recorded 29.05 em ( 11.44 inches) below the n
ormal rainfall of 66.44 em 
(26.16 inches). Annual rainfall totaled on
ly 106.2 em, 23.0 em below 
normal (Table 2). 
Biomass production was significantly
 lower for hand planted mature 
pine stands than for all other sites.
 Three mature sites were sampled 
with a mean total forage yield of 37
0 kg/ha and varied from 192 kg/ha to 
603 kg/ha. Fenwood (1984) found similar resul
ts in shortleaf pine stands 
in Arkansas. Mean total forage yields
 on his sites varied from 183 kg/ha 
in mature stands to 1,917 kg/ha in 
young plantations. Segelquist and 
Pennington (1968) determined yields of 113 k
g/ha in undisturbed mature 
stands and 168 kg/ha in thinned stan
ds in the Ouachita National Forest 
area. 
The small amount of biomass produced
 in mature stands seems to be a 
direct result of canopy closure. O
ne of the mature sites we sampled 
I 
I 
'I 
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produced 2,441 kg/ha. This site was ungrazed and was
 reseeded through 
natural regeneration. Therefore, there were larg
e openings which 
allowed understory production of grasses and smaller 
browse species. 
In addition to determining annual forage production 
for different 
ages of pine plantations, it is important to determ
ine the types of 
plants that occurred on each setting. Deer typically
 prefer forbs and 
browse and cattle prefer grasses. 
The relative proportion of forbs, browse, and gras
s production 
varied among settings (Table 3). Browse included new growth, leaves, 
and buds which might be palatable to deer. Old, dense 
woody twig growth 
was not measured. Variability among the sites was ex
tremely hig~ No 
clear trends were evident. The type of plants produ
ced on each site 
seemed to be dependent on soil quality, slope, an
d other factors 
inherent to that particular site. Variability within
 each setting was 
also very high. Although part of the variability was 
due to the small 
sample size, these values are also indicative o
f the degree of 
interspersion within each of these settings. 
Productivity of herbaceous species (Table 4) and woody specie
s 
(Table 5) are highly variable even among settings that were plante
d in 
the same year. Because sites were chosen that had the
 same soil types, 
similar cattle grazing regimes, and the same si
te preparation 
techniques, differences between settings must be a re
sult of intrinsic 
factors which are specific for each setting. Alth
ough the biomass 
production values are highly variable, the vegetatio
n composition of 
each setting sampled is accurate. 
By looking at the frequency of occurrence and the perc
ent weight of 
preferred deer food species, it is possible to ev
aluate trends in 
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species composition for different c
ges of pine plantations (Tables 6 and 
7). The dominant plants, based on frequency, in you
ng plantations (1980 
or younger) \i'ere grasses, miscellaneous fo
rbs, horseweed, sunflowers, 
sumc.c, and oaks. These species o
ccurred in at least 20% of the plo
ts. 
The sc.me plants, except for o
aks, were also dominant in old
er 
plantations (1972-1979). However, even tho
ugh these species occurred in 
at least 20% of the older plots, 
all except grasses, rr;iscellaneo
us 
forbs, and sumac occurred less of
ten. Grasses, miscellaneous forb
s, 
surrac, and oaks i.·ere the only speci
es found more than 20% of the time 
in 
mature timber. 
Based on percent weight, both y
oung and old pine plantations 
produced an equal amount of brow
se (33%), forbs (33%), and grasses 
(33%). Mature stands produced more woody v
egetation (50% by weight) and 
fewer grasses (23%) c.nd forbs (21%). Th
ill (1984) found that mc.ture 
stands in Louisiana produced 71% 
woody growth, 23% grasses, and 6% 
forbs. 
An analysis of the most commonly g
razed species helped determine if 
the potential for competition betwe
en deer and cattle existed. Grasse
s, 
horse~eed, sunflowers, false dandelion
s, and hawthorns were the species 
most commonly grazed (Tables 6 and 7). Hol-.'eYe
r, grazin..g .,·as noted only 
in close proximity to major roc.ds. Cattle
 tended to remain with 20 
yards of roads in most of their fo
raging. Therefore, cattle grazi
ng 
should have little effect in the c
enter of the pine plantations whi
ch 
allo~s for spatial separation betwe
en deer and cattle. Deer were see
n 
durir~ spotlight counts using the cen
ter of the plantations if there wa
s 
access to protective cover. If a 
plantation is too large, neither d
eer 
nor cattle will use the forage in 
the central sections. 
l 
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Biomass production of herbaceous vegetation and new browse 
growth 
does not seem to be a limiting factor for deer popul
ations in 
southeastern Oklahoma. Eowever, deer populations are extreme
ly low at 
this time. If deer populations increased, competition might be
come more 
evident. In c.ddi tion, further studies need to be done to tes
t whether 
winter mast production is a limiting factor for deer in this a
rea. 
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Table 1.--Total biomass production for dif
ferent ages of pine 
planto.tions. Settings with the same vertical
 line did not produce 
sigr...ificantly different amounts of biomass (p<.05). 
Age of Pine Plantat~on Tote.l Bion:as
s 
(year planted) (kg/he.) 
1983 2,902 
1979 2,700 
tefore 1971a 2,441 
1976 2,340 
1977 2,322 
1981 2,186 
1981 2' 161 
1975 2,003 
1972 1,854 
1973 1,798 
1972 1,425 
1980 1,340 
1980 1,097 
before 1971 613 
before 1971 306 
before 1971 192 
2 ungrazed 
I 
l 
i 
.. L. 
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Table 2: Rair ..fall data from Carter Mountain To\-.'er within study area. 
Yec.r Total Deviation from 
Rainfall Norrnc.l 2 
(ern) (ern) 
1972 123.3 - 5.9 
1973 189.1 60.0 
1974 156.5 27.4 
1975 108.8 -20.3 
1976 119.6 - 9.5 
1977 111.6 -17.5 
1978 1 i 5. 6 -13.: 
1979 152.8 23.6 
1980 106.2 -23.0b 
1981 123.0 - 6. 1 
1982 150.0 20.9 
1983 124.2 - 4.9 
a Normal derived from 30 years of data from 1940-1970 calculated as 
129.1 ern. 
b 
rrought yec.r which effected plantation growth 
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Table 3.--Biornass production in kg/ha o
f browse, forbs, c.nd grasses for 
different ages of pine plc.ntations. 
Setting ID Age Bro·,.;se F
orbs Grasses Total 
32~20 1983 769 2,005 
128 2,902 
32~76 1981 832 598 
810 2,240 
32406 1981 6~3 312 
1,209 2,164 
32~36 1980 339 647 
354 1 ,34 0 
42443 1980 772 128 
196 1, 096 
32418 1979 1, 247 598 7
93 2,638 
32438 1977 92 1 , 988 
222 2,302 
32445 1976 974 554 
812 2,340 
22459 1975 782 346 
876 2,004 
22476 1973 712 302 
784 1, 798 
22480 1972 904 598 
352 1,554 
32434 1972 4 92 223 
710 1 ,425 
42494 pre1971 1 '117 515 
800 2,432 
32436N pre1971 294 146
 173 613 
32406N pre1971 209 4
4 53 306 
224593 pre1971 118 38 
36 192 
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Table 4.--Biomass production in kg/ha of herbaceous plant species for 
different ages of pine plantations. 
Sun- Wild Stick- False Horse Lespe-
Age flower Grape Clover Lett- Tights Dande- Weed deza Other 
uce lion 
1983 28.2 0.0 11.4 0.6 0.0 o.o 1,722.8 o.o 260.2 
1981 327.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 25.8 0.0 0.8 68.8 170.2 
1981 21 .0 0.0 8.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 31.2 i9.6 219.2 
1980 346.8 0.0 0.0 18.6 o.o o.o 4.2 36.6 251 .6 
1980 6.4 0.0 18.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 20.04 4.2 79.4 
1979 61.6 6.4 0.2 8.6 0.0 o.o 2.0 93.8 509.0 
' l 1977 14.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 o.o o.o 1,605.6 0.0 366.2 I 1976 47.0 47.2 3.0 21.00 0.0 48.6 27.6 70.4 260 .o l 
I 1975 89.8 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.2 248.8 
l 1973 0.0 24.4 87.0 o.o 0.0 o.o 0.4 13.2 115.6 I 
l 1972 0.0 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.o 576.6 l 
l 
I 1972 119.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 102.8 
I 
I pre- 247.8 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 40.4 0.0 226.0 1971 
l 
l pre- 84.6 0.0 0.0 6.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 52.6 
I 1971 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 41.8 pre-
1971 
pre- 2.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 36.6 
1971 
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Table 5.--Biomass production in kg/ha by woody plan
t species for 
different ages of pine plantations. 
Haw- Green- Blue- Black-
Age Pine Oak Elm Hickory thorn brier Sumac berry
 berry 
1983 0.0 48.2 0.0 175.0 11.6 0.4 506.2 
o.o 7.8 
1981 88.6 282.8 19.4 0.0 200.0 12.8 92.6 0.
0 137.0 
1981 0.0 148.8 6.2 128.6 41.6 144.6 55.2 0.0 75.
6 
1980 65.6 103.2 4.8 27.8 0.0 0.0 37.6 4.
4 67.8 
1980 0.0 98.4 6.6 198.4 20.8 51.8 53.4 42.6 186
 .8 
1979 41.6 190 .o 25.0 290.4 5.8 165.6 117.0 
0.0 88.2 
1977 9.8 31.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.6 26.2 
0.0 18.0 
1976 51.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 53.0 237.0 30.2 
445.8 
1975 88.8 81.8 17.6 213.2 86.6 46.2 36.6 3.4 9
3.0 
1973 0.0 49.2 1 .6 o.o 20.4 16.2 276.8 
2.8 327.2 
1972 139.8 0.0 61.6 151.6 0.0 309.2 74.0 0.
0 34.4 
1972 137.6 19.2 6.8 87.2 20.8 87.8 66.6 
o.o 5.6 
pre- 5.6 159.0 33.6 0.0 0.0 20.8 23.4 0.4 52.
8 
1971 
pre- 0.0 246.6 2.2 33.2 1.6 0.0 11.8 188.4 
460.6 
1971 
pre- 0.0 18.2 29.6 85.6 0.0 13.2 20.8 6.8 
0.8 
197 i 
pre- 0.0 9.0 2.6 5.0 0.0 5.2 12.2 31.8 
0.0 
1971 
·' 
---
---
-------
------ ---
- --------
- ---
j, 
L 
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Table 6.--Frequency and percent weight of woody plant species for 
different ages of pine plantations. Percent weight is based on the 
percent of biomass contributed by that plant species to overall biomass 
produced by each age group. Percent grazed is based on the total number 
of times each plant species showed evidence of grazing. 
Plant 1980 or 1972- 1971 or % Species younger 1979 older Grazed 
------------ ----------- -----------t( % d % % % 
" 
, 
Occ Weight Occ Weight Occ Weight 
Pine 2 2 13 3 0 
Oak 20 7 17 3 23 17 2 
Elm 8 0 10 6 6 4 
Hickory 15 5 18 5 7 8 7 
Hawthorn 6 3 6 0 0 14 
Greenbrier 15 2 18 5 14 4 9 
Sumac 29 8 47 6 28 5 4 
Blueberry 4 0 3 0 11 4 4 
Blackberry 36 5 25 7 17 5 0 
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Table 7.--Frequency and percent weight of herbaceous plant species for 
different ages of pine plantations. Percent weight is based on the 
percent of biomass contributed by that plant species to overall biomass 
produced by each age group. Percent grazed is based on the total number 
of times each plant species showed evidence of grazing. 
Plant 1980 or 1972- 1971 or d I' 
Species younger 1979 older Gr22 ed 
------------ -----------
-----------
d d d % % r1 , , , , 
Occ Weig..l':tt Occ Weight Occ Weight 
Sunflower 31 7 24 2 13 8 23 
Clover 18 0 18 0 13 
Wild Lettuce 2 0 4 0 13 
Sticktights 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F. Dandelion 0 5 0 0 0 18 
Horseweed 40 18 24 11 4 0 31 
Lespedeza 19 13 3 0 6 
Misc. Forbs 91 10 77 16 83 12 14 
Grasses 94 28 97 32 79 23 36 
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